
Home Beyond Boundaries looks beyond intergenerational housing towards 
intergenerational neighbourhoods that have the capacity to reshape our physical 

and social boundaries. 

In order to cultivate a neighbourhood rooted in sustainable and supportive 
relationships, our proposal considers three scales: the Home, the Block and the 

Street. Together, these scales address our connection to one another, our community 
and our environment

The result is a vision emphasising flexibility and freedom: new opportunities for 
care and social exchange arise from the diverse use of  space and the everyday 

experiences of  residents of  different generations. 

However, a workable and deliverable proposal is key to meet this challenge: our 
idea sits within the constraints of  today - using the Meridian Water Phase 
II development to ground our design - providing ideas that are immediately 

deployable. 

Housing for the Future: Intergenerational Living
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We propose:

A. Easily adaptable spaces: providing rooms that can serve 
as offices, play spaces, studios or additional bedrooms to meet the 
differing needs of households.

B. Homes that are able to expand or contract: allowing 
one bedroom units to become two bedroom homes, living rooms 
to expand to accommodate growing families or balconies to 
connect two households while keeping a sense of independence; 

C. Space for shared and private routines: through a 
high quality internal and external environment (natural light, 
ventilation, thermal comfort) and interior arrangement that 
promotes physical, social and mental well-being. 

We propose:

D. Small clustering of neighbouring units: allowing for 
closer relationships between neighbours on each floor, increasing 
feelings of security, familiarity and co-existence;

E. Open and flexible communal spaces: capable of 
accommodating a range of everyday activities for people of 
all generations, e.g. play or social spaces, gardens, spaces of 
reflection;

F. First-floor homes connected to ground floor 
business/retail units: allowing for flexible ‘live/work’ units, a 
stronger connection to the street and diversity of use.   

We propose:

G. A variety of amenity spaces throughout: facilitating 
locally owned ground floor businesses to serve as valued 
community assets, growing spaces and allotments, spaces to learn 
and play, and broader cultural spaces that reflect local identities 
etc. 

H. A permeable ground floor: serving different residents at 
different times by creating nature filled, quiet and contemplative 
public spaces. 

I. Co-produced and co-managed spaces: encouraging a 
degree of ownership, establishing a sense of responsibility and 
enticing residents to participate in the ongoing evolution of their 
homes. 

Contemporary housing is struggling to meet the diverse needs of existing and 
future generations. Our homes should evolve with our changing circumstances 
- they must grow, shrink and adapt. The current pandemic has shown this need 
-  our homes became our workplaces - our homes should support private study, 
host social activity, and help us to care for one another. This flexibility is rare 
however - almost exclusive to typologies such as Victorian terraced housing.

... intergenerational homes need to reflect this dynamism ...

In order to fulfil our diverse needs, the design of our homes should look 
beyond individual dwellings, to the surrounding people and spaces that enrich 
our communities. It is when we are able to share a common sense of place, 
purpose and responsibility that intergenerational living can thrive.

… intergenerational blocks need to actively encourage meaningful 
relationships between extended households or ‘families’  (formal or 
informal) ...

A successful neighbourhood relies upon interpersonal relationships 
and connections to place - to our streets, our environment and our 
community - where we eat, play, work and shop. Proximity and 
accessibility to a variety of these amenities is vital to ensuring a 
neighbourhood reflects the needs and dynamism of its residents. This is 
especially true for intergenerational neighbourhoods where people have 
different demands (i.e. a teenager, single parent, retiree). 

… intergenerational neighbourhoods need to reflect this diversity 
of need ...

scenario;second room formerly

used as home office

‘swapped’ with

neighbour to enable

growth of family ...

& stair link to vacant

retail unit below made 

to enable growth of

business.  

scenario;

business owners embedded

in local community are able to 

provide tailored services 

responding to local need ...

Home Beyond Boundaries
Intergenerational Living Requires Flexibility

Advantages of Owner-Occupier Local Businesses

Integration to Neighbourhood
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As indicated in the ‘illustrative scheme’ the current 
masterplan layout generally assumes a ‘finger 
block’ typology site layout - see typical residential 
upper level diagram adjacent.

The key characteristics of  this typology are the 
placement of  residential core and corridors at the
centre of  each building, and the arrangement of  
flats around its perimeter:

‘Pros’  & ‘Cons’  of  this approach …
+ve _ achieving efficiency, and regularity of  envelope;
-ve _ core has no access to daylight, natural ventilation
or social space;
-ve _ corridor separates several single aspect units

The potential site layout proposed assumes 
continuity of  the illustrative approach on the 
north side of  the site where the parameter plan 
anticipates a tall building on the north west corner.

On the south side of  the site, a courtyard 
arrangement comprised of  five blocks served by 
four orner cores connected by generous external 
decks overlooking the landscaped amenity space.

‘Pros’  & ‘Cons’  of  this approach …
+ve _ all cores have access to natural light, ventilation,
and views to the street ;
+ve _ all flats are dual aspect, with front doors onto
porch spaces in open air, with views across courtyard
+ve _ courtyard scheme achieves comparable efficiency

GROUND LEVEL

TYPICAL MID-LEVEL

TYPICAL UPPER-LEVEL

Total

N S (max) - N S N S

Studio 0 2 - 20 - 50% - -

1b 2 7 - 74 0% 42% - -

2b 8 7 - 124 50% 71% - -

3b 4 4 - 60 100% 100% - -

4b 0 0 - 0 - - - -

Overall Totals 14 20 - 278 57% 65% - -

* nb _ 'max' refers to interchangeability of unit mix which is not indicated by illustrative scheme

Typical Floors*

Adaptaility (%)Number of Units Dual Aspect (%)

Typical Floors* Total*

N S (max) - N S N S

Studio 0 0 0 0 -

1b 4 10 (10) 86 0%

2b 6 4 (12) 126 66%

3b 4 5 (5) 62 100%

4b 0 1 (4) 8 -

Overall Totals 14 20 - 282 57%

* nb _ 'typical floor' unit count refers to layout adjacent; 'total' unit count assumes optimum mix
* nb _ arrangement for North of site based on illustrative scheme,  minor amendment to  spacing

Adaptability (%)Number of Units Dual Aspect (%)

key throughout;
commercial space
studio
1b �at
2b �at
3b �at
4b �at
amenity

Current Masterplan Layout Potential Site Layout

Building in Adaptability, Longevity & Sociability
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